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Abstract—An open challenge in supervised learning is concep-
tual drift: a data point begins as classified according to one label,
but over time the notion of that label changes. Beyond linear
autoregressive models, transfer and meta learning address drift,
but require data that is representative of disparate domains at
the outset of training. To relax this requirement, we propose a
memory-efficient online universal function approximator based
on compressed kernel methods. Our approach hinges upon
viewing non-stationary learning as online convex optimization
with dynamic comparators, for which performance is quantified
by dynamic regret.
Prior works control dynamic regret growth only for linear
models. In contrast, we hypothesize actions belong to reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS). We propose a functional variant of
online gradient descent (OGD) operating in tandem with greedy
subspace projections. Projections are necessary to surmount the
fact that RKHS functions have complexity proportional to time.
For this scheme, we establish sublinear dynamic regret growth
in terms of both loss variation and functional path length, and
that the memory of the function sequence remains moderate. Ex-
periments demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed technique
for online nonlinear regression and classification problems with
non-stationary data.
I. INTRODUCTION
A well-known challenge in supervised learning is con-
ceptual drift: a data point begins as classified according to
one label, but over time the notion of that label changes.
For example, an autonomous agent classifies the terrain it
traverses as grass, but as the sun sets, the grass darkens.
The class label has not changed, but the data distribution
has. Mathematically, this situation may be encapsulated by
supervised learning with time-series data. Classical approaches
assume the current estimate depends linearly on its past values,
as in autoregressive models [2], for which parameter tuning
is not difficult [3]. While successful in simple settings, these
approaches do not apply to classification, alternate quantifiers
of model fitness, or universal statistical models such as deep
networks [4] or kernel methods [5]. Such modern tools are
essential to learning unknown dynamics when assumptions
of linear additive Gaussian noise in system identification are
invalid, for instance [6], [7].
In the presence of non-stationarity, efforts to train models
beyond linear have focused on recurrent networks [8], but such
approaches inherently require the temporal patterns of the past
and future to be similar. In contrast, transfer learning seeks to
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adapt a statistical model trained on one domain to another [9],
but requires (1) data to be available in advance of training, and
(2) a priori knowledge of when domain shifts happen, typically
based on hand-crafted features. Meta-learning overcomes the
need for hand-crafted statistics of domain shift by collecting
experience over disparate domains and discerning decisions
that are good with respect to several environments’ training ob-
jectives [10]. Combining such approaches with deep networks
have yielded compelling results recently [11], [12], although
they still require (1) offline training. Hence, in domains where
a priori data collection is difficult, due to, e.g., lack of cloud
access or rapid changes in the environment, transfer and meta-
learning do not apply. In these instances, online training is
required.
For online training, there are two possible approaches to
define learning in the presence of non-stationarity: expected
risk minimization [13], [14], and online convex optimization
(OCO) [15]. The former approach, due to the fact the data
distribution is time-varying distribution, requires the develop-
ment of stochastic algorithms whose convergence is attuned
to temporal aspects of the distribution such as mixing rates
[16], [17]. Although mixing rates are difficult to obtain,
they substantially impact performance [18]. To mitigate these
difficulties, we operate within online convex optimization.
Online convex optimization OCO formulates supervised
learning in a distribution-free manner [15]. At each time,
a learner selects action ft after which an arbitrary convex
cost `t : H × Rp → R is evaluated as well as parameters
xt ∈ X ⊂ Rp of the cost `t, i.e., the learner suffers cost
`(ft(xt)). Typically, actions ft are defined by a parameter
vector. In contrast, we hypothesize actions ft ∈ H belong
to a function space H motivated by nonparametric regression
whose details will be deferred to later sections [19]. In classic
OCO, one compares cost with a single best action in hindsight;
however, with non-stationarity, the quintessential quantifier of
performance is instead dynamic regret, defined as the cost
accumulation as compared with a best action at each time:
RegDT =
T∑
t=1
Lt(ft(St))−
T∑
t=1
Lt(f
?
t (St))
where f?t = argmin
f∈H
Lt(f(St)). (1)
OCO concerns the design of methods such that RegDT grows
sublinearly in horizon T for a given sequence ft, i.e., the
average regret goes to null with T ( referred to as no-
regret [20]). Observe that RegDT , in general, decouples the
problem into T time-invariant optimization problems since the
minimizer is inside the sum. However, in practice, temporal
dependence is intrinsic, as in wireless communications [21],
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2autonomous path planning [22], [23], or obstacle detection
[24]. Thus, we define (1) in terms of an augmented cost-data
pair (Lt,St) which arises from several times, either due to
new or previously observed pairs (`t,xt). Specifications of
Lt to time-windowing or batching are discussed in Sec. II.
A. Related Work and Contributions
OCO seeks to develop algorithms whose regret grows
sublinearly in time horizon T . In the static case, the simplest
approach is online gradient descent (OGD), which selects the
next action to descend along the gradient of the loss at the
current time. OGD attains static regret growth O(T 1/2) when
losses are convex [20] and O(log T ) strongly convex [31],
respectively. See Table I for a summary of related works.
The plot thickens when we shift focus to dynamic regret:
in particular, [26] establishes the impossibility of attaining
sublinear dynamic regret, meaning that one cannot track an
optimizer varying arbitrarily across time, a fact discerned from
an optimization perspective in [32]. Moreover, [26] shows that
dynamic regret to be an irreducible function of quantifiers
of the problem dynamics called the cost function variation
VT and variable variation WT (definitions in Sec. II). Thus,
several works establish sublinear growth of dynamic regret up
to factors depending on VT and WT , i.e., O(T 1/2(1 + WT ))
for OGD or mirror descent with convex losses [20], [25], more
complicated expressions that depend on DT , the variation of
instantaneous gradients [27], and O(1 + WT ) for strongly
convex losses [28].
The aforementioned works entirely focus on the case where
decisions define a linear model wt ∈ W ⊂ Rp, which,
by the estimation-approximation error tradeoff [14], yield
small dynamic regret at the cost of large approximation error.
Hypothetically, one would like actions to be chosen from
a universal function class such as a deep neural network
(DNN) [33], [34] or RKHS [35] while attaining no-regret.
It’s well-understood that no-regret algorithms often prescribe
convexity of the loss with respect to actions as a prerequisite
[15], thus precluding the majority of DNN parameterizations.
While exceptions to this statement exist [36], instead we focus
on parameterizations defined in nonparametric statistics [19],
namely, RKHS [5], due to the fact they yield universality and
convexity. Doing so allows us to attain methods that are both
no-regret and universal in the non-stationary setting. We note
that [30] considers a similar setting based on random features
[37], but its design cannot be tuned to the learning dynamics;
and yields faster regret growth.
Contributions We propose a variant of OGD adapted
to RKHS. A challenge for this setting is that the function
parameterization stores all observations from the past [38], via
the Representer Theorem [39]. To surmount this hurdle, we
greedily project the functional OGD iterates onto subspaces
constructed from subsets of points observed thus far which
are -close in RKHS norm (Algorithm 1), as in [40], [41],
which allows us to explicitly tune the sub-optimality caused
by function approximation, in contrast to random feature
expansions [37]. Doing so allows us to establish sublinear
dynamic regret in terms of both the loss function variation
(Theorem 1) and function space path length (Theorem 2).
Moreover, the learned functions yield finite memory (Lemma
1). In short, we derive a tunable tradeoff between memory
and dynamic regret, establishing for the first time global
convergence for a universal function class in the non-stationary
regime (up to metrics of non-stationarity [26]). These results
translate into experiments in which one may gracefully address
online nonlinear regression and classification problems with
non-stationary data, contrasting alternative kernel methods and
other state of the art online learning methods.
II. NON-STATIONARY LEARNING
In this section, we clarify details of the loss, metrics of
non-stationarity, and RKHS representations that give rise to
the derivation of our algorithms in Sec. III. To begin, we
assume Tikhonov regularization, i.e., `t(f(x)) := ˇ`t(f(x)) +
(λ′/2)‖f‖2H for some convex function ˇ`t : H×X → R, which
links these methods to follow the regularized leader in [15].
Time-Windowing and Mini-Batching To address when the
solutions f?t are correlated across time or allow for multiple
samples per time slot, we define several augmentations of loss
data-pairs (`t,xt).
(i) Classical loss: Lt = `t and St = xt, and the minimiza-
tion may be performed over a single datum. In other words,
the action taken depends only on the present, as in fading
wireless communication channel estimation.
(ii) H-Window : Lt(f(St))=
t∑
τ=t−H+1
`τ (f(xτ )) ,
(iii) Mini-batch : Lt(f(St)) =
B∑
i=1
`t(f({xit}Bi=1)). (2)
The first cost Lt(f(St)) in (2)(ii) for each time index t consists
H−1 previous cost-data pairs {`τ ,xτ}t−1τ=t−P+1 and new cost-
data pair (`t,xt), where we denote samples {xτ} in this time
window as St. H = 1 simplifies to dynamic regret as in [30].
(2) is useful for, e.g., obstacle avoidance, where obstacle is
correlated with time. Typically, we distinguish between the
sampling rate of a system and the rate at which model updates
occur. If one takes B samples per update, then mini-batching
is appropriate, as in (2)(iii) . In this work, we focus windowing
in (2)(ii), i.e., H > 1. Further, instead of one point at t given
by xt, one may allow B points {xi}Bi=1, yielding a hybrid of
(2)(ii) - (iii). Our approach naturally extends to mini-batching.
For simplicity, we focus on B = 1. We denote Lˇt as the
component of (2) without regularization.
Metrics of Non-Stationarity With the loss specified, we
shift focus to illuminating the challenges of non-stationarity.
As mentioned in Sec. I, [26] establishes that designing no-
regret [cf. (1)] algorithms against dynamic comparators when
cost functions change arbitrarily is impossible. Moreover,
dynamic regret is shown to be an irreducible function of
fundamental quantifiers of the problem dynamics called cost
function variation and variable variation, which we now define.
3Reference Regret Notion Loss Function Class Regret Bound
[20], [25]
∑T
t=1 `t(wt)− `t(wt) Convex Parametric O
(√
T (1 +WT )
)
[26]
∑T
t=1 E [`t(wt)]− `t(w∗t ) Convex Parametric O
(
T 2/3(1 +WT )
1/3
)
[26]
∑T
t=1 E [`t(wt)]− `t(w∗t ) Strongly convex Parametric O(
√
T (1 +WT ))
[27]
∑T
t=1 `t(wt)− `t(w∗t ) Convex Parametric O
(√
DT + 1 +min
{√
(DT + 1)VT , [(DT + 1)WTT ]
1/3
})
[28], [29]
∑T
t=1 `t(wt)− `t(w∗t ) Strongly convex Parametric O(1 +WT )
[30]
∑T
t=1 `t(ft(wt))−
∑T
t=1 `t(f
?
t (wt)) Convex Nonparametric O
(
T
2
3 V
1/3
T
)
This Work
∑T
t=1 Lt(ft(St))−
∑T
t=1 Lt(f
?
t (St)) Convex Nonparametric O
(
T 2/3V
1/3
T + T
2/3V
−1/3
T
)
This Work
∑T
t=1 Lt(ft(St))−
∑T
t=1 Lt(f
?
t (St)) Convex Nonparametric O
(
1 + T
√
+WT
)
This Work
∑T
t=1 Lt(ft(St))−
∑T
t=1 Lt(f
?
t (St)) Strongly convex Nonparametric o
(
1 + T
√
+WT
)
TABLE I: Summary of related works on dynamic online learning. In this work, we have derived the dynamic regret both in terms of VT and
WT with an additional compression parameter  to control complexity of nonparametric functions, which permits sublinear regret growth
for dynamic regret in terms of WT under selection  = O
(
T−α
)
with α ∈ (0, 1
p
], where p is the parameter dimension. Note that for the
strongly convex case with  = 0, we obtain o(1 +WT ) which is better than its parametric counterpart obtained in [28]. In particular, we
just need the compression budget to be  < O
((
WT
T
)2)
to achieve O(1 +WT ) dynamic regret.
Specifically, the cost function variation Var(L1, L2, · · · , LT )
tracks the largest loss drift across time:
Var(L1, L2, · · · , LT ) :=
T∑
t=2
|Lt − Lt−1| ,
V :=
{
{Lt}Tt=1 ;
T∑
t=2
|Lt − Lt−1| ≤ VT
}
, (3)
where |Lt − Lt−1| := supf∈H |Lt(f(S)) − Lt−1(f(S))| for
all S∈X and denote V as the class of convex losses bounded
by VT for any set of points S ∈ X . Further define the variable
variation WT as
WT :=
T∑
t=1
‖f?t+1 − f?t ‖H (4)
which quantifies the drift of the optimal function f?t over time
t. One may interpret (3) and (4) as the distribution-free ana-
logue of mixing conditions in stochastic approximation with
dependent noise in [42] and reinforcement learning [43]. Then,
our goal is to design algorithms whose growth in dynamic
regret (1) is sub-linear, up to constant factors depending on
the fundamental quantities (3)-(4).
III. ALGORITHM DEFINITION
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space With the metrics and
motivation clear, we detail the function class H that defines
how decisions ft are made. As mentioned in Sec. I, we would
like one that satisfies universal approximation theorems [35],
i.e., the hypothesis class containing the Bayes optimal [14],
while also permitting the derivation of no-regret algorithms
through links to convex analysis. RKHSs [5] meet these spec-
ifications, and hence we shift to explaining their properties. A
RKHS is a Hilbert space equipped with an inner product-like
map called a kernel κ : X × X → R which satisfies
(i) 〈f, κ(x, ·)〉H = f(x) , (ii) H = span{κ(x, ·)} (5)
for all x ∈ X . Common choices κ include the polynomial
kernel and the radial basis kernel, i.e., κ(x,x′) =
(
xTx′ + b
)c
and κ(x,x′) = e−(‖x−x
′‖22)/2c2 , respectively, where x,x′ ∈
X . For such spaces, the function f?(x) that minimizes the
sum, R(f ; {xt}Tt=1) = 1T
∑T
t=1 `t(f ; (xt)), over T losses
satisfies the Representer Theorem [44], [39]. Specifically, the
optimal f may be written as a weighted sum of kernels eval-
uated only at training examples as f(x) =
∑T
t=1 wtκ(xt,x),
where w = [w1, · · · , wT ]T ∈ RT denotes a set of weights.
We define the upper index T as the model order.
One may substitute this expression into the minimization
of R(f) to glean two observations from the use of RKHS in
online learning: the latest action is a weighted combination
of kernel evaluations at previous points, e.g., a mixture of
Gaussians or polynomials centered at previous data {xu}u≤T ;
and that the function’s complexity becomes unwieldy as time
progresses, since its evaluation involves all past points. Hence,
in the sequel, we must control both the growth of regret and
function complexity.
Functional Online Gradient Descent Begin with func-
tional online gradient method, akin to [38]:
ft+1 =(1− ηHλ′)ft − η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))
=(1− ηHλ′)ft − η
t∑
τ=t−P+1
ˇ`′
τ (ft(xτ ))κ(xτ , ·) , (6)
where the later equality makes use of the definition of
Lt(ft(St)) [cf. (2)], the chain rule, and the reproducing
property of the kernel (5) – see [38]. We define λ = λ′H .
Step-size η > 0 is chosen as a small constant – see Section IV.
We require that, given λ > 0, the step-size satisfies η < 1/λ
and initialization f0 = 0 ∈ H. Given this initialization, one
may apply induction and Representer Theorem [39] to write
the function ft at time t as a weighted kernel expansion over
past data xt as
ft(x) =
t−1∑
u=1
wuκ(xu,x) = w
T
t κXt(x) . (7)
4Algorithm 1 Dynamic Parsimonious Online Learning with
Kernels (DynaPOLK)
Require: {xt, η, }t=0,1,2,...
initialize f0(·) = 0,D0 = [],w0 = [], i.e. initial dictionary,
coefficient vectors are empty
for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
Obtain independent data realization (xt) and loss `t(·)
Compute unconstrained functional online gradient step
f˜t+1(·) = (1− ηλ)ft − η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))
Revise dict. D˜t+1 = [Dt, xt], weights wt+1 via (11)-
(12)
Compress function via KOMP [45] with budget 
(ft+1,Dt+1,wt+1) = KOMP(f˜t+1, D˜t+1, w˜t+1, )
end for
On the right-hand side of (7) we have introduced the
notation Xt = [x1, · · · ,xt−1] ∈ Rp×(t−1), κXt(·) =
[κ(x11, ·), · · · , κ(xt−1, ·)]T , and wt = [w1; · · · ;wt−1]. We
may glean from (7), that the functional update (6) amounts
to updates on the data matrix X and coefficient wt+1:
Xt+1 = [Xt, xt], wt+1 = −η ˇ`′t(ft(xt)) , (8)
In addition, we need to update the last H − 1 weights over
range τ = t−H + 1 to t− 1:
wτ =
{
(1−ηλ)wτ−η ˇ`′τ (ft(xτ )) for τ ∈ {t−H+1, . . . , t−1}
(1−ηλ)wτ for τ < t−H + 1.
(9)
Observe that (8) causes Xt+1 to have one more column than
Xt. Define the model order as number of points (columns) Mt
in the data matrix at time t. Mt = t − 1 for OGD, growing
unbounded.
Model Order Control via Subspace Projection To over-
come the aforementioned bottleneck, we propose projecting
the OGD sequence (6) onto subspaces HD ⊆ H defined
by some dictionary D = [d1, . . . , dM ] ∈ Rp×M , i.e.,
HD = {f : f(·) =
∑M
t=1 wtκ(dt, ·) = wTκD(·)} =
span{κ(dt, ·)}Mt=1, inspired by [40]. For convenience we have
defined [κD(·) = κ(d1, ·) . . . κ(dM , ·)], and KD,D as the
resulting kernel matrix from this dictionary. We ensure par-
simony by ensuring Mt  t.
Rather than allowing model order of f to grow in perpetuity
[cf. (8)], we project f onto subspaces defined by dictionaries
D = Dt+1 extracted from past data. Deferring the selection
of Dt+1 for now, we note it has dimension p ×Mt+1, with
Mt+1  t. Begin by considering function ft+1 is parameter-
ized by dictionary Dt+1 and weight vector wt+1. Moreover,
we denote columns of Dt+1 as dt for t = 1, . . . ,Mt+1. We
propose a projected variant of OGD:
ft+1 = argmin
f∈HDt+1
∥∥∥f−((1− ηλ)ft−η∇f Lˇt(ft(St)))∥∥∥2H
:= PHDt+1
[
(1−ηλ)ft − η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))
]
(10)
where we define the projection operator P onto subspace
HDt+1 ⊂ H by the update (10).
Coefficient update The update (10), for a fixed dictionary
Dt+1 ∈ Rp×Mt+1 , implies an update only on coefficients. To
illustrate this point, define the online gradient update without
projection, given function ft parameterized by dictionary Dt
and coefficients wt, as f˜t+1 = (1−ηHλ)ft−η∇f Lˇt(ft(St)).
This update may be represented using dictionary and weight
vector as
D˜t+1 = [Dt, xt], wt+1 = −η ˇ`′t(ft(xt)) . (11)
and revising last H − 1 weights with τ = t−H + 1 to t− 1,
yielding the update for coefficients as
wτ =
{
(1−ηλ)wτ−η ˇ`′τ (f(xτ )) for τ= t−H+1, . . . , t−1
(1− ηλ)wτ for τ < t−H + 1.
(12)
For fixed dictionary Dt+1, the projection (10) is a least-squares
problem on coefficients wt+1 [46]:
wt+1 = K
−1
Dt+1Dt+1
KDt+1D˜t+1w˜t+1 . (13)
Given that projection of f˜t+1 onto subspace HDt+1 for a fixed
dictionary Dt+1 is a simple least-squares multiplication, we
turn to explaining the selection of the kernel dictionary Dt+1
from past data {xu}u≤t.
Dictionary Update One way to obtain the dictionary Dt+1
from D˜t+1, as well as the coefficient wt+1, is to apply
a destructive variant of kernel orthogonal matching pursuit
(KOMP) with pre-fitting [45][Sec. 2.3] as in [40]. KOMP op-
erates by beginning with full dictionary D˜t+1 and sequentially
removing columns while the condition ‖f˜t+1 − ft+1‖H ≤ 
holds. The projected FOGD is defined as:
(ft+1,Dt+1,wt+1) = KOMP(f˜t+1, D˜t+1, w˜t+1, ), (14)
where  is the compression budget which dictates how many
model points are thrown away during model order reduction.
By design, we have ‖ft+1−f˜t+1‖H ≤ , which allows us tune
 to only keep dictionary elements critical for online descent
directions. These details allow one to implement Dynamic
Parsimonious Online Learning with Kernels (DynaPOLK) (Al-
gorithm 1) efficiently. Subsequently, we discuss its theoretical
and experimental performance.
IV. BALANCING REGRET AND MODEL PARSIMONY
In this section, we establish the sublinear growth of dy-
namic regret of Algorithm 1 up to factors depending on (4)
and the compression budget parameter that parameterizes the
algorithm. To do so, some conditions on the loss, its gradient,
and the data domain are required which we subsequently state.
Assumption 1. The feature space X ⊂ Rp is compact, and
the reproducing kernel is bounded:
sup
x∈X
√
κ(x,x) = X <∞. (15)
Assumption 2. The loss ˇ`t : H × X → R is uniformly C-
Lipschitz continuous for all z ∈ R:
|ˇ`t(z)− ˇ`t(z′)| ≤ C|z − z′|. (16)
5Assumption 3. The loss ˇ`t(f(x)) is convex and differentiable
w.r.t. f(x) on R for all x ∈ X .
Assumption 4. The gradient of the loss∇`t(f(x)) is Lipschitz
continuous with parameter L˜ > 0:
‖∇f `t(f(St))−∇g`t(g(St))‖H ≤ L˜‖f − g‖H (17)
for all t and f, g ∈ H.
Assumption 1 and Assumption 3 are standard [38], [47].
Assumptions 2 and 4 ensures the instantaneous loss ˇ`t(·) and
its derivative are smooth, which is usual for gradient-based
optimization [48], and holds, for instance, for the square,
squared-hinge, or logistic losses. Because we are operating
under the windowing framework over last P losses (2), we
define the Lipschitz constant of Lt(·) as CP and that of its
gradient as L = HL˜. Doing so is valid, as the sum of Lipschitz
functions is Lipschitz [49].
Before analyzing the regret of Alg. 1, we discern the in-
fluence of the learning rate, compression budget, and problem
parameters on the model complexity of the function. In partic-
ular, we provide a minimax characterization of the number of
points in the kernel dictionary in the following lemma, which
determines the required complexity for sublinear dynamic
regret growth in different contexts.
Lemma 1. Let ft be the function sequence of Algorithm 1 with
step-size η < min{1/λ, 1/L} and compression . Denote Mt
as the model order (no. of columns in dictionary Dt) of ft.
For a Lipschitz Mercer kernel κ on compact set X ⊆ Rp, there
exists a constant Y s.t. for data {xt}∞t=1, Mt satisfies
H ≤Mt ≤ Y (CH)p
(η

)p
. (18)
Lemma 1 (proof in Appendix A) establishes that the model
order of the learned function is lower bounded by the time-
horizon H and its upper bound depends on the ratio of the
step-size to the compression budget, as well as the Lipschitz
constant [cf. (16)]. Next, we shift to characterizing the dy-
namic regret of Algorithm 1. Our first result establishes that the
dynamic regret, under appropriate step-size and compression
budget selection, grows sublinearly up to a factor that depends
on a batch parameter and the cost function variation (3), and
that the model complexity also remains moderate. This result
extends [26][Proposition 2] to nonparametric settings.
Theorem 1. Denote as {ft} the sequence generated by Algo-
rithm 1 run for T total iterations partitioned into m = d T4T e
mini-horizons of length 4T . Over mini-horizons, Algorithm
1 is run for 4T steps. Under Assumptions 1-4, the dynamic
regret (1) grows with horizon T and loss variation (3) as:
RegDT = d
T
4T eO
(
1 + (+ η2)4T
η
)
+ 24TVT , (19)
which is sublinear for η = O(4−aT ) and  = O(4−bT ) with
mini-horizon 4T = o(T ), provided p(a− b) ∈ (0, 1). That is,
with η = 4−1/2T and  = 4−(p−1)/2pT , (19) grows sublinearly
in T and VT .
Proof. Consider the expression for the dynamic regret is given
by
RegDT =
T∑
t=1
Lt(ft(St))−
T∑
t=1
Lt(f
?
t (St)). (20)
Add subtract the term
∑T
t=1 `t(f
?(xt)) to the right hand side
of (20), we obtain
RegDT =
T∑
t=1
Lt(ft(St))−
T∑
t=1
Lt(f
?(xt))
+
T∑
t=1
Lt(f
?(xt))−
T∑
t=1
Lt(f
?
t (St))
= RegST +
T∑
t=1
[Lt(f
?(xt))− Lt(f?t (St))]. (21)
We have utilized the definition of static regret in (97) to
obtain (21). Note that the behavior in terms of static regret
of Algorithm 1 is characterized in Theorem 3. To analyze
the dynamic regret in terms of VT , we need to study the
different between the static optimal and dynamic optimal
given by the second term on the right hand side of (21). The
difference between the two benchmarks (static and dynamic)
is determined by the size of T and fundamental quantifiers of
non-stationarity defined in Section II . To connect (21) with the
loss function variation, following [26], we split the interval T
into equal size m batches with each of size 4T except the last
batch given by Tj = {t ; (j−1)4T +1 ≤ t ≤ min{j4T , T}
for j = 1, . . . , T where m = d T4T e. We can rewrite the
expression in (21) as follows
RegDT =
d T4T e∑
s=1
∑
t∈Ts
[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?s (xt))]
+
d T4T e∑
s=1
∑
t∈Ts
[Lt(f
?
s (xt))− Lt(f?t (St))] (22)
where we define f?s = argminf∈H
∑
t∈Ts
Lt(f(St)) for all
s = 1, 2, · · · ,m, and note that the outer sum over s indexes
the batch number, whereas inner one indexes elements of a
particular batch Ts. The expression for the dynamic regret in
(22) is decomposed into two sums. Note that the first sum
represents the sum of the regrets against a single batch action
for each batch Ts. The second term in (22) quantifies the
non-stationarity of the optimizer: it is a sum over differences
between the best action over batch s and corresponding
dynamic optimal actions. Next, we bound the each term on
the right hand side of (22) separately. From the static regret
in (111), it holds that
∑
t∈Ts
[Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?s (xt))]=O
(
1+(+2)4T
η
+η4T
)
(23)
6for all s = 1, 2, · · · ,m. To upper bound the term in (22)
associated with non-stationarity, i.e., the second term on the
right-hand side, by definition of the minimum, we have∑
t∈Ts
[Lt(f
?
s (xt))−Lt(f?t (St))]≤
∑
t∈Ts
[Lt(f
?
k (xt))−Lt(f?t (St))]
(24)
where k denotes the first epoch of batch Ts and the inequality
in (24) holds from the optimality of f?(St). Further taking
maximum over batch, we obtain the upper bound for (24) as
4T max
t∈Ts
[Lt(f
?
k (St))− Lt(f?t (St))]. (25)
Next, we need to upper bound the right hand side of (25) in
terms if the loss function variation budget VT . To do that, let
us first define the loss function variation over each batch Ts
as follows
Vs :=
∑
t∈Ts
|Lt − Lt−1| (26)
and note that VT =
m∑
s=1
Vs. With this definition, we now show
that
max
t∈Ts
[Lt(f
?
k (St))− Lt(f?t (St))] ≤ 2Vs (27)
by contradiction. Let us assume that the inequality in (27) in
not true which means that there is at least one epoch, say
m ∈ Ts, for which the following property is valid:
Lm(f
?
k (Sm))− Lm(f?m(Sm)) > 2Vs. (28)
Since Vj is the maximal variation for batch Ts, it holds that
Lt(f
?
m(St)) ≤ Lm(f?m(Sm)) + Vs. (29)
Substituting the upper bound for Lm(f?m(Sm)) from (28) into
(29), we get
Lt(f
?
m(St)) <Lm(f
?
k (Sm))− Vs
≤Lm(f?k (Sm)). (30)
for all t ∈ Ts. The second inequality in (30) holds by dropping
the negative terms. We note that the inequality in (30) is a
contradiction for t = m, since a positive number cannot be
less than itself. Therefore, the hypothesis in (28) is invalid,
which implies that (27) holds true. Next, we utilize the upper
bound in (27) to the right hand side of (25), we get∑
t∈Ts
[Lt(f
?(St))− Lt(f?t (St))] ≤24TVs. (31)
Now, we return to the aggregation of static regret and the drift
of the costs over time in (21), applying (23) and (31) into (22)
to obtain final expression for the dynamic regret as
RegDT ≤d
T
4T eO
(
1+(+2)4T
η
+η4T
)
+24TVT . (32)
Suppose we make the parameter selections
η = O(4−aT ) and  = O(4−bT ) (33)
with 4T < O(T ). Then the right-hand side of (34) takes the
form
RegDT ≤d
T
4T eO
(
4aT + (4−bT +4−2bT )4(1+a)T +41−aT
)
+ 24TVT . (34)
with model order M = O(4p(a−b)T ) by substituting (33) into
the result of Lemma 1. For the dynamic regret to be sublinear,
we need b ∈ (0, 1) and a ∈ (b, b + 1p ). As long as the
dimension p is not too large, we always have a range for a.
This implies that p(a− b) ∈ (0, 1) and hence M is sublinear.
One specification of that satisfies this range is a = 1/2 and
b = (p− 1)/2p, as stated in Theorem 1. We obtain the result
presented in Table I for the selection η = O(1/√4T ) and
4T = (T/VT )2/3.
The batch parameter 4T tunes static versus non-stationary
performance: for large 4T , then the algorithm attains smaller
regret with respect to the static oracle, i.e., the first terms on
the right-hand side of (19), but worse in terms of the non-
stationarity as quantified by function variation VT , the last
term. On the other hand, if the batch size is smaller, we do
worse in terms of static regret terms but better in terms of non-
stationarity. This contrasts with the parametric setting as well
[26]: the O() term appears due to the compression-induced
error.
Up to now, we quantified algorithm performance by loss
variation (3); however, this is only a surrogate for the perfor-
mance of the sequence of time-varying optimizers (4), which is
fundamental in time-varying optimization [32], [50], and may
be traced to functions of bounded variation in real analysis
[49]. Thus, we shift focus to analyzing Algorithm 1 in terms
of this fundamental performance metric.
First, we note that the path length (4) is unique when losses
are strongly convex. On the other hand, when costs are non-
strongly convex, then (4) defines a set of optimizers. Thus,
these cases must be treated separately. First, we introduce an
assumption used in the second part of the upcoming theorem.
Assumption 5. The instantaneous loss Lt : H × X → R is
strongly convex with parameter µ:
Lt(f)− Lt(f˜) ≥ µ‖f − f˜‖2H (35)
for all t and any functions f, f˜ ∈ H.
With the technical setting clarified, we may now present
the main theorem regarding dynamic regret in terms of path
length (4).
Theorem 2. Denote {ft} as the function sequence generated
by Algorithm 1 run for T iterations. Under Assumptions 1-4,
with regularization λ > 0 the following dynamic regret bounds
hold in terms of path length (4) and compression budget :
(i) when costs `t are convex, regret is sublinear with η <
min{ 1λ , 1L} and for any  = O (T−α) with α ∈ (0, 1p ],
we have
RegDT = O
(
1 + T
√
+WT
η
)
= O (1 + T√+WT ) . (36)
7(ii) Alternatively, if the cost functions `t are strongly convex,
i.e., Assumption 5 holds, with η < min{ 1λ , µL2 } and for
any  = O (T−α) with α ∈ (0, 1p ], we have
RegDT =O
(
1 + T
√
+WT
1− ρ
)
=o
(
1 + T
√
+WT
)
, (37)
where ρ :=
√
(1− 2η(µ− ηL2)) ∈ (0, 1) is a contrac-
tion constant for a given η.
Proof of Theorem 2(i) Begin by noting that the descent relation
in Lemma 3 also holds for time-varying optimizers f?t , which
allows us to write
‖ft+1−f?t ‖2H ≤‖ft − f?t ‖2H − 2η[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))]
+ 2‖ft−f?t ‖H+η2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H. (38)
From the inequality in (103), we have
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H ≤
22
η2
+ 2‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖2. (39)
For a Lipschitz continuous gradient function [Assumption 4]
with ∇fLt(f?t (St)) = 0, we have
‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖2 ≤ 2L[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))], (40)
which implies that
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H≤
22
η2
+ 2L[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))]. (41)
Next, substitute the upper bound in (41) for the last term on
the right hand side of (38), we obtain
‖ft+1 − f?t ‖2H (42)
≤ ‖ft−f?t ‖2H−2η[Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?t (St))] + 2‖ft−f?t ‖H
+ 22 + 2η2L[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))]
= ‖ft − f?t ‖2H − 2η(1− ηL)[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))]
+ 2‖ft − f?t ‖H + 22
≤ ‖ft − f?t ‖2H − 2η(1− ηL)[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))]
+
4CX
λ
+ 22.
The second inequality in (42) is obtained by using the upper
bound derived in Proposition 1. To proceed further, we will
use the following inequality. For positive scalars u, v, and w
that satisfy 2u2 > v, by simple manipulation of the quadratic
formula over the positive reals, it holds that√
u2 − v + w2 ≤
√
u2 − v + v2/4u2 + w2 (43)
=
√
u2
(
1− v
2u2
)2
+ w2 ≤ u
(
1− v
2u2
)
+ w
= u− v
2u
+ w.
The first inequality in (43) holds since we add a positive
quantity ν
2
4u2 inside the square root. After rearranging the
terms, we get the second equality of (43). With the condition
2u2 > ν in hand, we used the inequality
√
a+ b ≤ √a+√b
for any non-negative a and b. Again rearranging the terms, we
obtain the final equality in (43).
We can use (43) to upper-estimate the right-hand side of
(42) with the following identifications: u = ‖ft − f?t ‖H, v =
2η(1−ηL)[Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?t (St))], and w =
√
4CX
λ + 2
2,
such that
‖ft+1−f?t ‖H≤‖ft−f?t ‖H−η(1−ηL)
Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?t (St))
‖ft − f?t ‖H
+
√
4CX
λ
+ 22. (44)
The inequality in (44) holds since for a Lipschitz gradient
convex loss function (c.f. Assumption 4), we have
Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St)) ≤
L
2
‖ft − f?t ‖2H. (45)
Note to satisfy the condition u2 > ν2 , it is sufficient to show
that u2 > ν holds. Note that from (45), it holds that
u2 ≥ ν
ηL(1− ηL) (46)
from the definitions of ν and u. The required condition of
u2 > v holds if we select η < 1L . Next, in order to derive the
dynamic regret, from triangle’s inequality, it holds that
‖ft+1 − f?t+1‖H = ‖ft+1 − f?t + f?t − f?t+1‖H
≤ ‖ft+1 − f?t ‖H + ‖f?t+1 − f?t ‖H. (47)
Substitute the upper bound in (44) for the first term on the
right hand side of (47), we get
‖ft+1−f?t+1‖H≤‖ft−f?t ‖H−η(1−ηL)
Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?t (St))
‖ft − f?t ‖H
+
√
4CX
λ
+ 22 + ‖f?t+1 − f?t ‖H. (48)
Next, rearranging the terms in (48), and utilizing the upper
bound in Proposition 1, it holds that 1‖ft−f?t ‖H >
λ
2CX and
we obtain
ηλ(1−ηL)
2CX
Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?t (St))
≤‖ft−f?t ‖H−‖ft+1−f?t+1‖H
+
√
4CX
λ
+ 22 + ‖f?t+1 − f?t ‖H. (49)
Take the summation from t = 1 to T , we get
ηλ(1− ηL)
2CX
T∑
t=1
[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))] (50)
≤ ‖f1 − f?1 ‖H + T
√
4CX
λ
+ 22
+
T∑
t=1
‖f?t+1 − f?t ‖H.
We have dropped the negative terms on right hand side of
(50). Next, multiplying both sides by 2CXηλ(1−ηL) and utilizing
the definition of path length from (4), we get
RegDT≤
2CX‖f1−f?1 ‖H
ηλ(1−ηL) +
2CX
ηλ(1−ηL)
(√
4T 2CX
λ
+22T 2+WT
)
.
≤ O
(
1 + T
√
+WT
η
)
(51)
8which is sublinear in T up to factors depending on path length
WT for  = O (T−α) with α ∈ (0, 1p ] as stated in Theorem
2(i).
Proof of Theorem2(ii) Again, we begin with the descent related
stated in Lemma 3 for time-varying optimizer f?t :
‖ft+1 − f?t ‖2H ≤ ‖ft − f?t ‖2H − 2η[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))]
+2‖ft−f?t ‖H+η2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H. (52)
Consider the last term in (52) as follows
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖H (53)
=‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))+∇fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(f?t (St))‖H
where we add and subtract the term ∇fLt(ft(St)) and utilize
the optimality condition that ∇fLt(f?t (St)) = 0. Using
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (a + b)2 ≤ (2a2 + 2b2) in
(53), we get
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H ≤
(
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))‖H
+ ‖∇fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(f?t (St))‖H
)2
≤ 2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))‖2H
+ 2‖∇fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(f?t (St))‖2H. (54)
Next, utilizing the result of Proposition 2 and Assumption 4
into (54), we obtain
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H≤
22
η2
+2‖∇fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(f?t (St))‖2H
≤2
2
η2
+ 2L2‖ft − f?t ‖2H. (55)
The last inequality in (54) holds from Assumption 4. Next,
substitute the upper bound in (54) into (52), we obtain
‖ft+1−f?t ‖2H ≤ ‖ft−f?t ‖2H − 2η[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))]
+ 2‖ft−f?t ‖H+22+2η2L2‖ft−f?t ‖2H. (56)
From the strong convexity of the objective function (Assump-
tion 5), we have (35), which we may substitute in for the
second term on right hand side of (56) to obtain
‖ft+1 − f?t ‖2H ≤ ‖ft − f?t ‖2H − 2ηµ‖ft − f?t ‖2H (57)
+ 2‖ft − f?t ‖H + 22 + 2η2L2‖ft − f?t ‖2H.
≤(1−2ηµ+2η2L2)‖ft−f?t ‖2H+
8CX
λ
+22
where for the second inequality we have used the statement
of Proposition (1) for the third term on the right-hand side of
the first inequality. Take square root on both sides of (57), we
get
‖ft+1 − f?t ‖H ≤ ρ‖ft − f?t ‖H +
√

8CX
λ
+ 22, (58)
where ρ :=
√
(1− 2η(µ− ηL2)). The value of ρ ∈ (0, 1)
defines a contraction mapping provided η satisfies 0 < η <
µ
L2 . With the help of triangle inequality, we can write the
difference ‖ft+1 − f?t+1‖H as
‖ft+1 − f?t+1‖H ≤ ‖ft+1 − f?t ‖H + ‖f?t+1 − f?t ‖H. (59)
Utilize the upper bound in (58) into (59), and taking the
summation over t on the both sides, we get
T∑
t=1
‖ft − f?t ‖H ≤‖f1 − f?1 ‖H + ρ
T∑
t=1
‖ft − f?t ‖H (60)
+
√
T 2
8CX
λ
+22T 2+
T∑
t=1
‖f?t −f?t−1‖H.
After rearranging and dividing the both sides by 1−ρ, we get
T∑
t=1
‖ft−f?t ‖H≤
‖f1−f?1 ‖H
1− ρ +
1
1−ρ
(√
T 2
8CX
λ
+22T 2+WT
)
≤ O
(
1 + T
√
+WT
1− ρ
)
(61)
where we have used the definition of path length WT (4) on
the right-hand side of (60). From the first order convexity
condition, we can write
T∑
t=1
[Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?t (St))] ≤
T∑
t=1
〈∇fLt(ft(St)), ft−f?t 〉H
≤
T∑
t=1
‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖H‖ft − f?t ‖H (62)
where the second inequality in (62) holds sue to Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality. Next, since the space X is compact, the
gradient norm ‖∇Lt(ft(St))‖H evaluated for any St will be
upped bounded by some finite constant G, which implies that
‖∇Lt(ft(St))‖H ≤ G. Using the gradient upper bound on the
right hand side of (62), we obtain
T∑
t=1
[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?t (St))] ≤G
T∑
t=1
‖ft − f?t ‖H. (63)
Next, utilizing the upper bound in (61) into the right hand side
of (63), we obtain the final regret result as
RegDT =O
(
1 + T
√
+WT
1− ρ
)
. (64)
Observe that (64) is sublinear in T up to terms depending
on the path length for any step-size η and for compression
constant  = O (T−α) with α ∈ (0,∞]. The expression in
(61) is similar to the one on (36) except for the term (1− ρ)
in the denominator. If we choose η such that (1− ρ) > η, the
results for strongly convex functions is improved. Rearrange
this expression to obtain
(1− η)2 > ρ2 = 1− 2η(µ− ηL2)
which, upon solving for a condition on η, simplifies to
η <
2(µ− 1)
2L2 − 1 .
Theorem 2 generalizes existing dynamic regret bounds of
[20], [25], [26], [28] to the case where decisions are defined
by functions ft belonging to RKHS H. To facilitate this
generalization, gradient projections are employed to control
function complexity, which appears as an additional term
depending on compression budget  in the dynamic regret
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Fig. 1: Experiments with non-stationary nonlinear regression common to phase retrieval: scalar targets are yt = atsin(btxt +
ct)+ηt, which one would like to predict via sequentially observed xt, where ηt is additive Gaussian noise. DynaPOLK attains
sublinear regret, and is able to track a shifting nonlinearity with low model complexity. In contrast, alternatives are unable to
adapt to drift.
bounds, in particular, the product T
√
 in the expressions (36)
and (37). For smaller , the regret is smaller, but the model
complexity increases, and vice versa. Overall, this compression
induced error in the gradient is a version of inexact functional
gradient descent algorithm with a tunable tradeoff between
convergence accuracy and memory. Note that for  = 0, these
results becomes of the order of O(1 +WT ) which matches
[28] and improves upon existing results [20], [25], [26]. Even
for the strongly convex case with  = 0, we obtain o(1+WT )
which is better than its parametric counterpart obtained in [28].
Regarding the complexity reduction technique for kernel
methods, we note that dynamic regret bounds for random
feature approximations in the looser sense of (34) have been
recently established [30]. These results hinge upon tuning the
random feature incurred error to gradient bias. However, in
practice, the number of random features required to ensure
a specific directional bias is unknown, which experimentally
dictates one using a large enough number of random features
to hope the bias is small. However, this error is in the
function representation itself, not the gradient direction. This
issue could be mitigated through double kernel sampling [47],
a technique whose use in non-stationary settings remains a
direction for future research.
Parameter Selection For step-size η < min{ 1λ , 1L} and
compression budget  = O(T−α), substituted into Lemma 1
yields model complexity M = O(Tαp). To obtain sublinear
regret (up to factors depending on WT ) and model complexity
in the non-strongly convex case, we require α ∈ (0, 1p ] and
αp ∈ (0, 1), which holds, for instance, if  = T−1/(p+1).
Note that the dynamic regret result in (36) and the model
order, using Lemma 1, becomes
RegDT = O
(
1 + T (1−
α
2 ) +WT
)
, M = O(Tαp). (65)
For the regret to be sublinear, we need α ∈ (0, 1p ]. As long
as the dimension p is not too large, we always have a range
for α. This implies that αp ∈ (0, 1) and hence M is sublinear.
Observe that the rate for the strongly convex case (37)
is strictly better the non-strongly convex counterpart (37)
whenever η satisfies (1 − ρ) > η. This holds, provided
α Regret M Comments
α = 0 O(T ) +WT O(1) Linear regret
α = 1
p
O
(
T
(2p−1)
2p +WT
)
O(T ) Linear M
α = 1
p+1
O
(
T
2p+1
2p+2 +WT
)
O(T p/(1+p)) Sublinear M
TABLE II: Summary of dynamic regret rates for convex loss
function. Note that the same rates are obtained for the strongly
convex loss function but O is replaced by small o.
η < (2(µ− 1))/(2L2 − 1). Taken together, Theorems 1 -
2 establish that Algorithm 1 is effective for non-stationary
learning problems. In the next section, we experimentally
benchmark these results on representative tasks.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the ability of Algorithm 1 to
address online regression and classification in non-stationary
regimes and compare it with some alternatives.
Online Regression We first consider a simple online re-
gression to illustrate performance: target variables are of the
form yt = atsin(btxt + ct) + ηt, which one would like to
predict upon the basis of sequentially observed values of
xt. Here η ∼ N (µt, σ2) is Gaussian noise. Such models
arise in phase retrieval, as in medical imaging, acoustics,
or communications. Non-stationarity comes from parameters
(at, bt, ct) changing with t: at and ct increase from 0 to 3
and then decrease to 1, both linearly, while bt is increased
from 0 to 1 linearly. We consider a square loss function given
by `t(f(x)) = (f(x) − yt)2 and run the simulations for
T = 5000 iterations. For experiments, we select Gaussian
kernels of bandwidth σ = 0.252, step-size η = T−0.4, and
compression parameter  = T−0.1. The dynamic regret for
H = 1 is shown in Fig. 1(a) – observe that it grows sublinearly
with time. Path length WT is shown for reference. Fig. 1(b)
shows the model order relative to time for window lengths
H = 1 and H = 10, which remains moderate. Observe that
Algorithm 1 is able to track shifting data more gracefully with
larger H as clear from Fig. 3(a). This figure shows the true
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Fig. 2: Comparison of DynaPOLK to other kernel methods (left) for an online non-stationary classification on Gaussian Mixtures
data [51] with dynamic class means. Alternative methods experience nearly linear regret, and their mean-square error on the
time-series classification problem defined in [52] is relatively uncontrolled (right).
Algorithms/Dataset Twitter Tom Energy Air
AdaRaker 2.6 1.9 13.8 1.3
DyanPOLK 0.06 0.68 0.0052 0.14
Model order (DyanPOLK) 50 24 31 33
TABLE III: MSE (10−3) performance of the different algo-
rithms with B = D = 50 (as in [30]).
function at the first and last time, i.e., f1(x) at iteration 1
to fT (x) at iteration T . The red curve shows the learned
function via DynaPOLK, which better adheres to the target for
H = 10. An animation of online nonlinear regression in the
presence of non-stationarity is appended to this submission.
and the supplementary regression video. We further compare
DynaPOLK against the alternative methods, namely, NPBSGD
[53], NORMA [38], BSGD [54], and POLK [40]. We plot the
distance from the optimal ‖ft − f?t ‖H in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(c)
we observe DynaPOLK with H = 10 is able to track the time-
varying nonlinearity, whereas the others experience nearly
linear regret during the non-stationary phase. We remark that
a recent algorithm AdaRaker is proposed in [30] to solve
the nonparametric online learning problems. The authors in
[30] shows that AdaRaker performs better than all the other
available techniques in the literature. Hence, in this work, we
compare the proposed DynaPOLK algorithm mainly with the
algorithms of [30] and show the improvement as provided in
Table III (see [30] for the datasets description).
Online Classification Consider the multi-class classifica-
tion in non-stationary environments, a salient problem in
terrain adaption of autonomous systems [55]. Motivated by
this setting, we experiment on multi-class problems with label
drift. Specifically, data is stationary for the first 2500 itera-
tions during which it reduces to standard supervised learning.
After the first 2500 iterations, the data drifts and we require
learning the classifier online. We fix the loss as the multi-class
hinge (SVM) loss `t(f(x)) as in [56], and generate Gaussian
Mixtures data akin to [51]. The synthetic Gaussian Mixtures
dataset for classification is generated in a manner similar to
[51]. It consists of N = 5000 feature-label pairs out of which
last 2500 are generated with the drift. For the first 2500 points,
we generate xn ∈ Rp as x
∣∣ y ∼ (1/3)∑3j=1N (µy,j , σ2y,jI)
where σ2y,j = 0.2 for all values of y and j, where also depends
upon the class as µy,j ∼ N (θy, σ2yI). The class mean value
{θi}Ci=1 is placed around unit circle. We fix σ2y = 1.0 and
C = 5. To add drift, after first 2500 points, we shift each
point to the right by 0.1 at each instant which is clear from
the video attached with the submission. Moreover, we focus
on SVM for ease of interpretation. Its definition the multi-class
context is given as
`t(f,xt, yt)=max(0, 1 + fr(xt)− fyt(xt)) + λ
C∑
c′=1
‖fc′‖2H,
where r = arg maxc′ 6=yt fc′(x). This definition is taken
exactly from [56]. With dynamic class means during the
drift phase: each mean shifts rightward by 0.1 per step. The
results are presented in Fig.2: misclassifications over time is
shown in Fig.2(a). DynaPOLK yields fewer mistakes in the
non-stationary regime. Model complexity (Fig.2(b)) increases
when the data is non-stationary, suggesting that it may be
effective for change point detection. Fig. 3(b) displays the
learned decision surface on stationary data, and Fig. 3(c)
shows evolution to rightward-drifted data. Black dots denote
dictionary elements and black lines are decision boundaries –
the supplementary classification video visualizes the classifier
evolution. As all the class means shift rightward, DynaPOLK
is able to stably and accurately adapt its model.
Further, we did an additional experiments on time-series
classification [52] . This dataset consists of 60000 examples
with 3 features and 3 classes. Features take values between
0 and 10, and the data is broken up into four blocks, where
values of the features shift across the different blocks. See
[52][Table 1] for more specific details. We report the results of
comparing DynaPOLK to the alternatives mentioned in Sec.
V in Figure 2(c). Specifically, we display the mean-square
error, i.e., for each time, we compute misclassification square
error and average it to the previous one. Note that DynaPOLK
attains favorable performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we focused on non-stationary learning, for
which we proposed an online universal function approximator
based on compressed kernel methods. We characterized its
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?
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Windowing (H = 10) improves performance. Center: decision surface of DynaPOLK on stationary Gaussian Mixtures [51].
Right: classifier adapting to data drift.
dynamic regret as well as its model efficiency, and experi-
mentally observed it yields a favorable tradeoffs for learning in
the presence of non-stationarity. Future questions involve the
development of model order as use for change point detection,
improving the learning rates through second-derivative infor-
mation, variance reduction, or strong convexity, and coupling
it to the design of learning control systems.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Before proving Lemma 1, we present a lemma which
allows us to relate the stopping criterion of our sparsification
procedure to a Hilbert subspace distance.
Lemma 2. Define the distance of an arbitrary feature vector
x evaluated by the feature transformation φ(x) = κ(x, ·) to
HD = span{κ(dt, ·)}Mt=1, the subspace of the Hilbert space
spanned by a dictionary D of size M , as
dist(κ(x, ·),HD) = min
f∈HD
‖κ(x, ·)− vTκD(·)‖H . (66)
This set distance simplifies to following least-squares projec-
tion when D ∈ Rp×M is fixed
dist(κ(x, ·),HD) =
∥∥∥κ(x, ·)− [K−1D,DκD(x)]TκD(·)∥∥∥H .
(67)
Proof. The distance to the subspace HD is defined as
dist(κ(x, ·),HDt) = min
f∈HD
‖κ(x, ·)− vTκD(·)‖H
= min
v∈RM
‖κ(x, ·)− vTκD(·)‖H , (68)
where the first equality comes from the fact that the dictionary
D is fixed, so v ∈ RM is the only free parameter. Now plug
in the minimizing weight vector v˜? = K−1Dt,DtκDt(xt) into
(68) which is obtained in an analogous manner to the logic
which yields (13). Doing so simplifies (68) to the following
dist(κ(xt, ·),HDt)=
∥∥∥κ(xt, ·)− [K−1Dt,DtκDt(xt)]TκDt(·)∥∥∥H .
(69)
A. Proof of Lemma 1
The proof is similar to that of [40, Theorem 3] and provided
here in detail for completeness. Consider the model order
of the function iterates ft and ft+1 generated by Algorithm
1 denoted by Mt and Mt+1, respectively, at two arbitrary
subsequent times t and t + 1. The number of elements in
Dt are Mt = (t− 1). After performing the algorithm update
at t, we add a new data points to the dictionary and increase
the model order by one, hence Mt+1 = Mt + 1.
Begin by assuming function ft+1 is parameterized by dic-
tionary Dt+1 and weight vector wt+1. Moreover, we denote
columns of Dt+1 as dt for t = 1, . . . ,Mt+1. Suppose the
model order of the function ft+1 is less than or equal to that
of ft, i.e. Mt+1 ≤Mt. This relation holds when the stopping
criterion of KOMP, stated as min{{j=1,...,Mt+1}} γj > , is
not satisfied for the kernel dictionary matrix with the newest
data point xt appended: D˜t+1 = [Dt;xt] [cf. (11)], which is
of size Mt+1. Thus, the negation of the termination condition
of KOMP holds for this case, stated as
min
{j=1,...,Mt+1}
γj ≤  . (70)
Observe that the left-hand side of (70) lower bounds the
approximation error γMt+1 of removing the recent batch of
the feature vectors St due to the minimization over j, that is,
min{j=1,...,Mt+1} γj ≤ γMt+1. Consequently, if γMt+1 ≤ ,
then (70) holds and the model order does not grow. Thus it
suffices to consider γMt+1.
The definition of γMt+1 with the substitution of f˜t+1
defined by (11) allows us to write
γMt+1 = min
u∈RMt
∥∥∥(1−ηλ)ft − η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))−∑
k∈I\{Mt+1}
ukκ(dk, ·)
∥∥∥
H
= min
u∈RMt
∥∥∥(1− ηλ) ∑
k∈I\{Mt+1}
wkκ(dk, ·)− η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))
−
∑
k∈I\{Mt+1}
ukκ(dk, ·)
∥∥∥
H
. (71)
The minimal error is achieved by considering the square of
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the expression inside the minimization and expand to get∥∥∥(1−ηλ)∑
k∈I\{Mt+1}
wkκ(dk, ·)− η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))−
∑
k∈I\{Mt+1}
ukκ(dk, ·)
∥∥∥2
H
=(1−ηλ)2wTKDt,Dtw+η2(∇f Lˇt(ft(St)))2+uTKDt,Dtu
−2(1−ηλ)η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))wTκDt(xτ ) (72)
+ 2η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))uTκDt(xτ )− 2(1−ηλ)wTKDt,Dtu.
To obtain the minimum, we compute the stationary solution
of (72) with respect to u ∈ RMt and solve for the minimizing
u˜?, which in a manner similar to the logic in (13), is given as
u˜? = (1− ηλ)w − ηK−1Dt,Dt∇f Lˇt(ft(St))κDt(xτ ) . (73)
Plug u˜? in (73) into the expression in (71) and using the
short-hand notation ft(·) = wTκDt(·) and
∑
k ukκ(dk, ·) =
uTκDt(·). Doing so simplifies (71) to∥∥∥(1−ηλ)wTκDt(·)− η∇f Lˇ′t(ft(St))− uTκDt(·)∥∥∥H (74)
=
∥∥∥(1−ηBλ)wTκDt(·)−η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))κ(xτ , ·)
−
[
(1−ηλ)w−ηK−1Dt,Dt∇f Lˇt(ft(St))κDt(xτ )
]T
κDt(·)
∥∥∥
H
.
The above expression may be simplified by canceling like
terms (1 − ηλ)wTκDt(·) and collecting the like terms, we
get∥∥∥(1−ηλ)wTκDt(·)− η∇f Lˇ′t(ft(St))− uTκDt(·)∥∥∥H (75)
=η
∥∥∥∇fLˇt(ft(St))[κ(xτ , ·)−η[K−1Dt,DtκDt(xτ )]TκDt(·)]∥∥∥H
≤η
∣∣∣∇fLˇt(ft(St))∣∣∣·∥∥∥κ(xτ , ·)−η[K−1Dt,DtκDt(xτ )]TκDt(·)∥∥∥H.
The second inequality in (75) is achieved by the use of triangle
and Cauchy Schwartz inequality. Notice that the right-hand
side of (75) may be identified as the distance to the subspace
HDt in (69) defined in Lemma 2 scaled by at most a factor
of P times η|ˇ`′τ (fτ (xτ ))|. We may write the right hand side
of (75) as
η
∣∣∣∇f Lˇt(ft(St))∣∣∣ · ∥∥∥κ(xτ , ·)− η[K−1Dt,DtκDt(xτ )]TκDt(·)∥∥∥H
= η
∣∣∣∇f Lˇt(ft(St))∣∣∣dist(κ(xτ , ·),HDt) (76)
where we have applied (67) regarding the definition of the
subspace distance on the right-hand side of (76) to replace the
Hilbert-norm term. Now, when the KOMP stopping criterion is
violated, i.e., (70) holds, which implies γMt+1 ≤ . Therefore,
the right-hand side of (76) is upper-bounded by , we can write
η|∇f Lˇt(ft(St))|dist(κ(xt, ·),HDt) ≤ . (77)
After rearranging the terms in (77), we write
dist(κ(xt, ·),HDt) ≤

η|∇f Lˇt(ft(St))|
, (78)
where we have divided both sides by η|∇f Lˇt(ft(St))|. Ob-
serve that if (78) holds, then γMt+1 ≤  holds, but since
γMt+1 ≥ minj γj , we may conclude that (70) is satisfied.
Consequently the model order at the subsequent step does not
grow Mt+1 ≤Mt whenever (78) is valid.
Now, let’s take the contrapositive of the preceding expres-
sions to observe that growth in the model order (Mt+1 =
Mt + 1) implies that the condition
dist(κ(xt, ·),HDt) >

η|∇f Lˇt(ft(St))|
(79)
holds. Therefore, each time a new point is added to the model,
the corresponding kernel function is guaranteed to be at least
a distance of 
η|Lˇ′t(ft(xt))|
from every other kernel function in
the current model.
By the C-Lipschitz continuity of the instantaneous loss
(Assumption 2): specifically 1/|∇f Lˇt(ft(St))| ≥ 1/HC, we
can lower-bound the threshold condition in (79) as

η|ˇ`′t(ft(xt))|
≥ 
ηCH
(80)
We have
dist(κ(xt, ·),HDt) >

ηCH
(81)
Therefore, For a fixed compression budget  and step size
η, the KOMP stopping criterion is violated for the newest
point whenever distinct dictionary points dk and dj for j, k ∈
{1, . . . ,Mt}, satisfy the condition ‖φ(dj)−φ(dk)‖H > ηCH .
Next, we follow the similar argument as provided in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 in [57]. Since X is compact and κ is
continuous, the range φ(X ) (where φ(x) = κ(x, ·) for x ∈ X )
of the kernel transformation of feature space X is compact.
Therefore, the number minimum of balls (covering number)
of radius δ (here, δ = ηCH ) needed to cover the set φ(X )
is finite (see, e.g., [58]) for a fixed compression budget  and
step-size η.
To arrive at the characterization (18), we note that [57,
Proposition 2.2] states that for a Lipschitz continuous Mercer
kernel κ on compact set X ⊆ Rp, there exists a constant Y
such that for any training set {xt}∞t=1 and any ν > 0, and it
holds for the number of elements in dictionary that
M ≤ Y
(
1
ν
)p
. (82)
where Y is a constant depends upon X and the kernel function.
By (81), we have that ν = ηCH , which we may substitute into
(82) to obtain
M ≤ Y (CH)p
(η

)p
. (83)
as stated in (18). The lower bound H in (18) comes from
the fact that to represent the instantaneous gradient of the
windowed loss of length H , a minimum of H points are
required.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR
“NONSTATIONARY NONPARAMETRIC ONLINE LEARNING:
BALANCING DYNAMIC REGRET AND MODEL PARSIMONY”
APPENDIX B
PRELIMINARY TECHNICAL RESULTS
Next, we establish some technical conditions in terms of Preposition 1, Preposition 2, and Lemma 3.which are essential to
the ensuing proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. For instance, the result of Proposition 1 is utilized in (42) and (49), the
result of Proposition 2 is used in (55), and the statement of Lemma 3 is utilized in 38.
Proposition 1. Let Assumptions 1-3 hold and denote {ft} as the sequence generated by Algorithm 1 with f0 = 0. Further,
denote f? as the optimum defined by (97). Both quantities are bounded by the constant K := CX/λ in Hilbert norm for all
t as
‖ft‖H ≤ CX
λ
, ‖f?‖H ≤ CX
λ
(84)
The proof of Proposition 1 is similar to in [40, Proposition 7] but adapted to the distribution-free non-stationary case
considered here.
Proof. Since we repeatedly use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality together with the reproducing kernel property in the following
analysis, we here note that for all g ∈ H, |g(xt)| ≤ |〈g, κ(xt, ·)〉H| ≤ X‖g‖H. Now, consider the magnitude of f1 in the
Hilbert norm, given f0 = 0
‖f1‖H =
∥∥∥PHD1 [η0∇f ˇ`(0)]∥∥∥H
≤ η0‖∇f ˇ`(0)‖H ≤ η0|ˇ`′(0)|‖κ(x0, ·)‖H
≤ η0CX < CX
λ
. (85)
The first equality comes from substituting in f0 = 0 and the second inequality comes from the definition of optimality
condition of the projection operator and the homogeneity of the Hilbert norm, and the chain rule applied to definition of the
functional stochastic gradient in with the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Lastly, we make use of Assumptions 1 and 2 to bound
the scalar derivative ˇ`′ using the Lipschitz constant, and the boundedness of the kernel map [cf. (15)]. The final strict inequality
in (85) comes from applying the step-size condition η0 < 1/λ.
Now we consider the induction step. Given the induction hypothesis ‖ft‖H ≤ CX/λ, consider the magnitude of the iterate
at the time t+ 1 as
‖ft+1‖H =
∥∥∥PHDt+1 [(1− ηHλ)ft − η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))]∥∥∥H
≤ ‖(1− ηHλ)ft − η∇f Lˇt(ft(St))‖H
≤ (1− ηHλ)‖ft‖+ η‖∇f Lˇt(ft(St))‖H , (86)
where we have applied the non-expansion property of the projection operator for the first inequality on the right-hand side of
(86), and the triangle inequality for the second. Now, apply the induction hypothesis ‖ft‖H ≤ CX/λ to the first term on the
right-hand side of (86), and the chain rule together with the triangle inequality to the second to obtain
‖ft+1‖H ≤ (1− ηHλ)CX
λ
+ η
t∑
τ=t−H+1
|ˇ`′t(ft(xt))|‖κ(xt, ·)‖H
≤ ( 1
λ
− ηH)CX + ηHCX = CX
λ
(87)
where we have made use of Assumptions 1 and 2 to bound the scalar derivative ˇ`′ using the Lipschitz constant, and the
boundedness of the kernel map [cf. (15)] as in the base case for f1, as well as the fact that η < 1/(Hλ). The same bound
holds for f? by applying [38][ Section V-B ] with m→∞.
Next we introduce a proposition which quantifies the error due to subspace projections in terms of the ratio of the compression
budget to the learning rate.
Proposition 2. Fix an independent realization xt that parameterizes the loss Lt at time t. Then the difference between the
projected online functional gradient and the un-projected online functional gradient of the regularized loss by (99) and (98),
respectively, is bounded for all t as
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))‖H ≤ 
η
(88)
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where η > 0 denotes the algorithm step-size and  > 0 is the compression parameter of Algorithm 1.
Proof. Consider the square-Hilbert-norm difference of ∇˜fLt(ft(St)) and ∇fLt(ft(St)) defined in (98) and (99), respectively,
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))‖2H (89)
=
∥∥∥(ft − PHDt+1 [ft − η∇fLt(ft(St))])/η −∇fLt(ft(St))∥∥∥2H
Multiply and divide ∇fLt(ft(St)), the last term, by η, and reorder terms to write∥∥∥(ft − PHDt+1 [ft − η∇fLt(ft(St))])/η −∇fLt(ft(St))∥∥∥2H
=
∥∥∥1
η
(ft−η∇fLt(ft(St)))− 1
η
PHDt+1
[
ft − η∇fLt(ft(St))
]∥∥∥2
H
=
1
η2
‖f˜t+1 − ft+1‖2H (90)
where we have substituted the definition of f˜t+1 and ft+1 (10), and pulled the nonnegative scalar η outside the norm. Now,
note that the KOMP stopping criterion in Algorithm 1 is ‖f˜t+1−ft+1‖H ≤ , which we apply to the last term on the right-hand
side of (90) to conclude (88).
Next we establish that Algorithm 1 yields a sequence that satisfies a standard descent relation in the statement of Lemma
3, via convexity and smoothness of the cost functions.
Lemma 3. Consider the sequence generated {ft} by Algorithm 1 with f0 = 0. Under Assumptions 1-4, the following online
descent relation holds for a static comparator f? as defined in (97).
‖ft+1 − f?‖2H ≤ ‖ft − f?‖2H − 2η[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?(St))]
+ 2‖ft − f?‖H + η2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H . (91)
With Propositions 1 - 2 and Lemma 3 stated, we may now establish some basic results that form the backbone of our
dynamic regret analysis to come.
Proof. Begin by considering the square of the Hilbert-norm difference between ft+1 and f? defined by (97), and expand the
square to write
‖ft+1 − f?‖2H =‖ft − η∇˜fLt(ft(St))− f?‖2H (92)
=‖ft − f?‖2H − 2η〈ft − f?, ∇˜fLt(ft(St))〉H
+ η2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H.
Add and subtract the gradient of the regularized instantaneous risk ∇fLt(ft(St)) defined in (98) to the second term on the
right-hand side of (92) to obtain
‖ft+1 − f?‖2H = ‖ft − f?‖2H − 2η〈ft − f?,∇fLt(ft(St))〉H
− 2η〈ft − f?, ∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))〉H
+ η2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H. (93)
We deal with the third term on the right-hand side of (93), which represents the directional error associated with the sparse
stochastic projections, by applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality together with Proposition 2 to obtain
‖ft+1 − f?‖2H ≤‖ft − f?‖2H − 2η〈ft − f?,∇fLt(ft(St))〉H
+2‖ft−f?‖H+η2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H. (94)
From the convexity of loss function at each t, it holds that
Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?(St)) ≤ 〈ft − f?,∇fLt(ft(St))〉H , (95)
which we substitute into the second term on the right-hand side of the relation given in (94) to obtain
‖ft+1−f?‖2H ≤‖ft − f?‖2H − 2η[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?(St))]
+ 2‖ft−f?‖H+η2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H . (96)
as stated in Lemma 3.
Here, to establish some baseline results that are helpful in the dynamic setting, we characterize the static regret of Algorithm
1. We are interested in deriving the dynamic regret bounds for DynaPOLK in terms of the function variations VT . To achieve
that, the following static regret analysis is precursor and presented here in detail for the completeness.
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A. Static Regret
The classical performance metric for an action sequence {ft}Tt=1 is its cost accumulation as compared with a best single
action in hindsight f?, defined as the static regret:
RegST =
T∑
t=1
`t(ft(xt))−
T∑
t=1
`t(f
?(xt)) , (97)
where f? = argminf∈H
∑T
t=1 `t(f(xt)). We begin by defining some key quantities to simplify the analysis and clarify the
technical setting for which our regret bounds are valid. To be specific, define the regularized online gradient as
∇fLt(ft(St)) = ∇f Lˇt(ft(St)) + λft (98)
and its projected variant associated with the step defined in (10):
∇˜fLt(ft(St)) =
(
ft − PHDt+1
[
ft − ηt∇fLt(ft(St))
])
/η (99)
such that the Hilbert space update of Algorithm 1 [cf. (10)] may be expressed as an online projected gradient step
ft+1 = ft − η∇˜fLt(ft(St)) . (100)
The definitions (99) - (98) will be used to analyze the convergence behavior of the algorithm.
We first establish a foundational result for the subsequent analysis of the non-stationary setting, which is conditions under
which Algorithm 1 is asymptotically no-regret. This result is stated next.
Theorem 3. Suppose {ft} ⊂ H is the function sequence generated by Algorithm 1 for T iterations. Then for regularization
parameter λ > 0, with step-size η < min(1/(Hλ), 1/L), under Assumptions 1-3, we have the following regret bound:
RegST ≤
‖f1 − f?‖2H
2η
+
2TCX
ηλ
+
2T
η
+
ηZ2T
2
= O
(
1 + (+ 2)T
η
+ ηT
)
. (101)
where Z := CH(1 +X). Then, the static regret grows sublinearly RegST ≤ O(
√
T ) in T for step-size selection η = O(T−1/2)
and compression budget  > O(T−1/2).
Proof. Begin by noting that
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖H (102)
= ‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St)) +∇fLt(ft(St))‖H
where we add subtract the term ∇fLt(ft(St)). Using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the result of Proposition 2, we get
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))‖2H
≤
(
‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))‖H + ‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖H
)2
≤ 2‖∇˜fLt(ft(St))−∇fLt(ft(St))‖2H + 2‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖2H
≤ 2
2
η2
+ 2‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖2. (103)
Substitute the upper bound obtained in (103) into the descent property stated in Lemma3 [c.f. (96)] to obtain
‖ft+1−f?‖2H≤‖ft−f?‖2H−2η[Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?(St))] (104)
+ 2‖ft − f?‖H + 22 + 2η2‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖2.
From the definition of loss function `t(·), we have
‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖ =‖∇f Lˇt(ft(St)) + λHft(St)‖
=‖∇f Lˇt(ft(St))‖+ λH‖ft(St)‖. (105)
The Assumption 2 implies that ‖∇f Lˇt(ft(St))‖ ≤ CH and from the result of Proposition 1, we get
‖∇fLt(ft(St))‖ ≤ CH(1 +X). (106)
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(a, b) Regret Model Order M Comments
a = b O(T ) O(1) Linear regret
a− b = 1/p O(T (p−1)/p) O(T ) Linear Model Order
a− b = 1/(1 + p) O(T p/(1+p)) O(T p/(1+p)) Sublinear Order Model and Regret
TABLE IV: Summary of convergence rates for different parameter selections.
Let us define Z = CH(1 +X) and utilize the upper bound in (106) into (104), we get
‖ft+1 − f?‖2H ≤‖ft − f?‖2H − 2η[Lt(ft(St))− Lt(f?(St))]
+ 2‖ft − f?‖H + 22 + 2η2Z2. (107)
After rearranging the terms in (107), we get
2η[Lt(ft(St))−Lt(f?(St))]≤‖ft−f?‖2H − ‖ft+1 − f?‖2H (108)
+ 2‖ft − f?‖H + 22 + η2Z2.
Next, divide both sides of (108) by 2η, we get
[Lt(ft(xt))− Lt(f?(xt))] (109)
≤ ‖ft−f
?‖2H
2η
− ‖ft+1−f
?‖2H
2η
+

η
‖ft−f?‖H + 
2
η
+
ηZ2
2
≤ ‖ft − f
?‖2H
2η
− ‖ft+1 − f
?‖2H
2η
+

η
· 2CX
λ
+
2
η
+
ηZ2
2
.
We apply the upper bound obtained in Proposition 1 to get the second inequality in (109). Taking the sum from t = 1 to T
in (109) and dropping the negative terms from the right hand side, we get
T∑
t=1
[Lt(ft(xt))− Lt(f?(xt))] ≤‖f1 − f
?‖2H
2η
+
2TCX
ηλ
+
2T
η
+
ηZ2T
2
. (110)
For a fixed step size η such that η < 1λ , we obtain the static regret as
RegST = O
(
1 + (+ 2)T
η
+ ηT
)
(111)
which grows sublinearly in T for η = O(T−1/2) and  ∈ [0, T−1/2). For instance, RegST ≤ O(
√
T ) if we select η = 1√
T
and
 = 1T . However, if instead we select η and  as follows
η = O(T−a) and  = O(T−b). (112)
then the right-hand side of (111) becomes
RegST =O
(
T b + T (1−(a−b)) + T 1−b
)
. (113)
When we substitute (112) into Lemma 1, we obtain
M = O(T p(a−b)). (114)
For the static regret to be sublinear, we need b ∈ (0, 1) and a ∈ (b, b + 1p ). As long as the dimension p is not too large, we
always have a range for a. This implies that p(a− b) ∈ (0, 1) to ensure sublinear model order M as well.
Theorem 3 establishes that Algorithm 1 exhibits the asymptotic no-regret property under appropriate step-size and
compression budget selections, and that there is a tunable tradeoff between regret and memory: for tighter regret, one should
set  ∈ [0, T−1/2) to be closer to null. However, making  too small causes the model order to grow as the time horizon T .
This result exactly matches regret growth for parametric settings with  = 0. The largest compression budget allowable that
still yields asymptotic no-regret is  = T−1/2 − γ for γ > 0. Observe that by setting  = O(T−a) and η = O(T−b), we have
that sublinear regret for b ∈ (0, 1) and a ∈ (b, b + 1p ). To have the model complexity under control, via (114), this imposes
constraints p(a− b) ∈ (0, 1). These observations are summarized in Table IV.
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APPENDIX C
SELECTION OF THE STEP SIZE η AND  FOR THE DYNAMIC CASE
In this section, we provide the detailed analysis of the parameters (η, ) selection and the relative effect on the regret
performance and model order. First of all, we collect all the conditions for η and  imposed by the analysis in the paper. We
have
η <
1
λ
and η <
1
L
. (115)
Next, we combine the conditions and get
η < min
{
1
λ
,
1
L
}
(116)
which implies that there is an upper bound on the value of the step size. Similarily, for the strongly convex case, we have
η < min{ 1λ , µL2 }.
Before proceeding with the analysis, let us make a common selection for  as follows
 = O(T−α). (117)
The values of the positive constant α will be decided later. We discuss the  selection for each of the case separately and
corresponding upper bound on the number of elements in the dictionary.
(1) Dynamic regret convex case in terms of VT
RegDT ≤d
T
4T eO
(
1 + 4T
η
+ η4T
)
+ 24TVT . (118)
We can select it in a similar way to Case I with  = O(4−αT ) and η = O(4−βT ).
(2) Dynamic regret, convex case, in terms of WT : The expression for dynamic regret in terms of WT and convex loss
function is given by
RegDT ≤
(
1 + T
√
+WT
)
. (119)
Using the  selection in (117), we can write
RegDT =O
(
1 + T (1−
a
2 ) +WT
)
. (120)
and
M =O(Tαp). (121)
For the regret and the model order to be sublinear up to the variations WT , we need α ∈ (0, 1p ]. As long as the dimension p
is not too large, we always have a range for a. This implies that αp ∈ (0, 1) and hence M is sublinear.
α Regret M Comments
α = 0 O(T ) +WT O(1) Linear regret
α = 1
p
O
(
T
(2p−1)
2p +WT
)
O(T ) Linear M
α = 1
p+1
O
(
T
2p+1
2p+2 +WT
)
O(T p/(1+p)) Sublinear M
TABLE V: Summary of dynamic regret rates for convex loss function.
(4) Dynamic regret, strongly convex case, in terms of WT : The expression for dynamic regret in terms of WT and
strongly convex loss function is given by
RegDT ≤O
(
1 + T
√
+WT
1− ρ
)
≤o (1 + T√+WT ) . (122)
where ρ =
√
(1− 2η(µ− ηL2)). The expression in (122) is similar to the one on (119) except for the term (1 − ρ) in the
denominator. If we choose η such that (1 − ρ) > η, the results for strongly convex functions is improved. Rearrange this
expression to obtain
(1− η)2 > ρ2 = 1− 2η(µ− ηL2)
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which, upon solving for a condition on η, simplifies to
η <
2(µ− 1)
2L2 − 1 .
Next, we summarize the dynamic regret rates achieved for a constant η and  = O(T−α) with different α in Table VI.
α Regret M Comments
α = 0 o(T ) +WT o(1) Linear regret
α = 1
p
o
(
T
(2p−1)
2p +WT
)
o(T ) Linear M
α = 1
p+1
o
(
T
2p+1
2p+2 +WT
)
o(T p/(1+p)) Sublinear M
TABLE VI: Summary of dynamic regret rates for strongly convex loss function.
